
PCA610  Pre-Conditioned Air Connector 
PCA650 Snap-in Replaceable Gasket 

The PAGE PCA610 is the ultimate Pre-Conditioned Air connector in the market today. Built with input from 
the airline industry, the PCA610 provides features targeted at saving you time and money. Its progressive 
design is both functional and rugged. No other PCA connector in the industry incorporates all of the design 
elements into one connector, making the PCA610 the premier connector in the world today. 
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Integral spinning PCA hose connection 

PAG
E3023170112 

PCA650  Snap-in replaceable gasket 

No need to remove the connector from service when the gasket gets worn, simply SNAP-IN a new 
PCA650 durable gasket. No caustic glue, scrapping, or cure time. You’re back up and running in minutes! 

Superior air flow 
and protective 
screen 

Provides the largest 
internal diameter of 
any connector, max-
imizing air flow into the 
aircraft. No internal 
nuts or bolts to obstruct 
air flow. The built in 
“high flow” F.O.D. 
screen prevents debris 
from entering the air-
craft. Years of 

reliable 
service 

Built of high impact 
UV resistant nylon, the 
innovative modular 
design of the PCA610 
is resistant to fuels and 
chemicals and made 
to last. 

Eliminates those bulky “bolt-on” swivel adaptors along with the added 
hardware. Made of high impact UV resistant material, the rotating ring 
connection eliminates twists and maximizes airflow. The extended ring 
provides a greater connecting surface for attaching your PCA duct. 
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